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Foreword from the
Regional Director 

The months of February and March have been sad ones for IOM. In February, we were extremely 
saddened at the untimely passing of Patrick Sworo, a South Sudanese national who had worked as 
a Database Officer with IOM Burundi’s DTM team since October 2018. Described by colleagues 
as “always quick to smile or offer a kind word”, Patrick will be remembered for his gentle heart and 
strong commitment to serving the people of Burundi.  While in March, a young IOM staff member, 
Anne-Katrin Feigl - described by colleagues as committed and professional - was among those who 
perished when a Nairobi bound Ethiopian airlines plane crashed killing all the 157 people on board.  
Ms. Feigl, a German national worked as a Junior Professional Officer under the Better Migration 
Management programme.  At least 22 UN staff were among the dead. Both Patrick and Anne-
Katrin were highly respected for their work and commitment. Our heartfelt condolences go to their 
families and loved ones. 

On another sad note, the sinking of an overcrowded boat off the coast of Djibouti on 29 January 
resulted in the death of dozens of migrants. The accident occurred near Godoria in the Obock 
region, north-east of Djibouti. This hit home hard and was the latest tragedy from the Horn of 
Africa, highlighting that the region is not immune to tragedies of this nature. Indeed, the deadly 
passage of Africans to the Arabian Peninsula remains of concern to us.  

Since the tragedy, the IOM office in Djibouti has reported receiving more requests from migrants 
seeking to voluntarily return to their home countries, mostly to neighbouring Ethiopia. Through 
the EU-IOM Joint Initiative for Migrant Protection and Reintegration in the Horn of Africa, IOM 
is working with authorities to assist these migrants, most of who are Ethiopian. In addition, IOM 
facilitated the return of Ethiopian migrants from Puntland. This comes amid an increase in the number 
of Ethiopians moving to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

Also, in January, some 350 Ethiopians stranded in Yemen were assisted to return home under IOM’s 
Voluntary Humanitarian Return (VHR) flight operation. The group was among an estimated 3,000 
migrants that IOM plans to assist through VHR in 2019.  Yemen might be going through a devastating 
conflict but its proximity to the Horn of Africa means it remains a significant transit point for migrants 
seeking new livelihood opportunities. We expect mixed migration flows to Yemen to continue in 
2019, underlining the importance of IOM’s Regional Migrant Response Plan for the Horn of Africa 
and Yemen.

Meanwhile, IOM is also continuing with relief efforts for internally displaced persons in Ethiopia. 
According to the IOM DTM, there were some 2.3 million IDPs in Ethiopia as at December 2018.

On a different note, I would like to congratulate the government of South Sudan for collaborating 
with IOM in a bid to finalize the country’s first ever migration policy that will enhance its capacity to 
manage its borders while also protecting the rights of migrants. South Sudan is both a destination for 
many migrants and a transit country on the route to North Africa.

In Burundi, IOM is continuing to provide emergency shelter and non-food items in support of 
internally displaced persons along with Burundian refugees returning from the United Republic of 
Tanzania. This support will benefit some 13,000 people. In January, the IOM Displacement Tracking 
Matrix team identified some 134,000 IDPs in Burundi. This is a reduction from nearly 200,000 a few 
years ago. 

We look forward to continuing to provide both development and humanitarian support to migrants 
in the region in collaboration with member states and our development partners. 

Once again, thank you for the enduring support.

Welcome to another edition of IOM’s regional bulletin for the East and 
Horn of Africa. 

Jeffrey Labovitz
IOM Regional Office for East and Horn of Africa
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Stranded migrants assisted to return home 
from Yemen
Some 350 Ethiopians stranded in Yemen were flown home on 29 and 30 January 2019 
under IOM’s latest Voluntary Humanitarian Return (VHR) flight operation. This followed 
a resumption of such airlifts from Yemen in late November 2018.

The Ethiopians are among an estimated 3,000 migrants IOM plans to assist through VHR 
in 2019. 

IOM had previously suspended VHR airlifts from Yemen following the escalation of the 
conflict in 2015. During the suspension, IOM transported migrants on chartered boats 
across the Gulf of Aden. However, unpredictable sea conditions often caused delays or 
restrictions of movement – at times forcing boats to return to the port of Al-Hudaydah. 

Humanitarian airlifts resumed in November 2018, after IOM coordinated with Yemeni 
and Ethiopian authorities to allow more than 400 migrants to safely return over the 
course of four days.

Despite the ongoing conflict, Yemen’s proximity to the Horn of Africa means that it 
remains a significant transit point for migrants seeking new livelihood opportunities. IOM 
expects mixed migration flows to Yemen to continue in 2019, affirming the importance 
of IOM’s Regional Migrant Response Plan for the Horn of Africa and Yemen.

In addition to operating the VHR mechanism out of Yemen, IOM teams provide 
humanitarian and protection support to vulnerable migrants throughout the country. 
While efforts are made to meet migrants upon arrival and ensure that their basic 
needs are met, IOM also provides longer term interventions, such as health and shelter. 
Additionally, psychosocial support services help those that have suffered trauma and loss 
during their journey.



Since the Godoria boat tragedy, more migrants 
opt to voluntarily return to their home countries
On 29 January the sinking of an overcrowded boat off the coast of Djibouti led to the death of dozens 
of migrants. The accident occurred near Godoria in the Obock region, north-east of Djibouti. This was 
the latest tragedy from the Horn of Africa, highlighting that the deadly passage of Africans to the Arabian 
Peninsula remains of concern. 

Since the tragedy, the IOM office in Djibouti reports that more migrants have been asking for assistance 
to voluntarily return to their home countries, mostly to neighboring Ethiopia. 

The boat accident left 52 migrants dead, among them three women. Most of the deceased were Ethiopian. 

Explaining why he wanted to return home, Bayan Mohamed Youssouf, a 20-year-old Ethiopian migrant, 
said, "I paid 13,000 Ethiopian Birrs (about USD 450) to a smuggler to go to Yemen. I was on the beach 
when the others got into the boat that capsized. My trip was cancelled because the sea was too rough. 
I do not want to travel anymore. There were a lot of deaths. I prefer to go home.”

Through the EU-IOM Joint Initiative for Migrant Protection and Reintegration in the Horn of Africa, IOM 
is working with authorities to assist these migrants return to their home countries – mainly to Ethiopia. 

Bayan’s testimony illustrates the psychological impact that this shipwreck has had on some migrants. Still, 
many others continue to cross Djibouti daily heading for the Arabian Peninsula in search of a better life.

Djibouti attracts large numbers of Ethiopian youth intending to cross the Gulf of Aden to Yemen, with 
many aspiring to eventually reach Saudi Arabia. But until they can negotiate a ride on any of the available 
fishing boats or others arranged by agents, they linger around Obock, having already been weakened by 
the grueling journey through one of the continent’s driest places, to reach the coast. 

The latest shipwreck was not a rarity for the region. Data from IOM’s Berlin-based Missing Migrants 
Project (MMP) show that there have been at least 199 drownings confirmed off the coast of Obock 
since 2014. 

In February alone, IOM assisted 1,327 migrants with voluntary return assistance, enabling them to travel 
from Djibouti to their home countries. This is nearly a third of the total number assisted by IOM in 
Djibouti in the whole of 2018. 
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Training for immigration and law enforcement officers 

In February, IOM’s African Capacity Building Centre (ACBC) and the Tanzania Immigration Service Department 
(TISD) trained 21 government officers from the United Republic of Tanzania on transnational organized crime 
(TOC).  The trainees included officers from the department of immigration, the police and intelligence services, 
stationed at Sirare, Tanga, Kilimanjaro, Pwani and Namanga border posts.

The training was meant to create awareness and strengthen institutional and human resource capacity of key 
agencies manning Tanzania’s entry points. It was organized under the “Enhancing Security Through Improved 
Border and Immigration Management” project which covers Tanzania, Kenya and Somalia.

Protecting migrants’ lives and rights, their safety and security as well as improving their socioeconomic situation 
remain vital issues in preventing irregular migration. This calls for a multipronged approach to combating and 
preventing migrant smuggling and human trafficking.

Funded by the Government of Canada, the project is aimed at reducing regional security threats by promoting 
cooperation, dialogue and information sharing, as well as strengthening border management capacities and 
community awareness in East and Horn of Africa.
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South Sudan’s first migration policy to bolster border 
management  

The Republic of South Sudan, in collaboration with IOM, is working to finalize a migration policy that it hopes 
will enhance the country’s capacity to manage its borders while also protecting the rights of migrants. The 
funding for the development of the policy was provided by the Government of Japan, the European Union (EU) 
and Germany.

South Sudan is not only a country of destination for many migrants, but also a transit country on the route to 
North Africa. Migrants’ movements in South Sudan are mixed – both in terms of root causes and duration – 
and include refugees, migrant workers with or without families, as well as unaccompanied children and victims 
of trafficking. A number of those migrants travelling to, or through, the country enlist the services of smugglers 
to facilitate their journeys.   

In 2017, South Sudan was believed to be hosting some 845,000 migrants, the majority of whom were from the 
East and Horn of Africa, according to the United Nations International Migration Report. 

A draft of South Sudan’s new migration policy was presented by IOM-supported consultants to a stakeholders 
panel comprised of state and non-state actors during a two-day workshop that took place from 20 to 21 
February in Juba, the capital, where it was endorsed. 

The process of developing a comprehensive migration policy began in October 2018 when IOM held a 
consultative workshop where key stake-holders led by the Government set priorities to be addressed by the 
policy. 

Once the policy document is finalized, it will be submitted to the Minister of Interior for presentation to the 
Council of Ministers for deliberation and endorsement. Afterwards, the next step would be for it to go through 
the Ministry of Justice and Constitutional Affairs before submission to Parliament for final adoption.  

IOM’s support in drafting the proposed migration policy was made possible through funding from the EU Trust 
Fund for Africa and the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ) within 
the Better Migration Management Programme (BMM) as well as through funding from the Government of Japan. 

BMM is a regional, multi-year and multi-partner programme to improve migration management in the Horn 
of Africa. IOM is one of the main implementing partners alongside UNODC, GIZ, Expertise France, Italian 
Department of Public Security, CIVIPOL, and the British Council. BMM also covers Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia, 
Kenya, Somalia, Sudan, Uganda. In South Sudan, as in other countries, all BMM activities are implemented in 
close coordination with the EU Delegation. 
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Website to promote safe migration launched
The National Employment Authority (NEA) in collaboration with IOM Kenya launched the “Kenya Labour 
Migration Information Website” on 29 January.

The website is expected to act as a source of credible, factual and reliable information for prospective Kenyan 
migrant workers seeking employment in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates and the State of 
Qatar. It will help promote safe, orderly and regular migration.

Meanwhile, the State Department for Immigration and Citizen Services, in collaboration with the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, has posted Immigration Attaches to three Gulf States to work closely with the Labour Attaches 
posted by the Ministry of Labour and Social Protection to protect the interests of Kenyan workers.

IOM is implementing a project at the request of Kenyan authorities on promoting safe and fair labour migration 
to the Gulf. The project is funded by the U.S Department of State, Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, 
and Labor and implemented in partnership with Verite, a labour rights Non-Governmental Organization. The 
website launch is part of this project. 

The project aims to promote ethical recruitment of labour migrants in Kenya and strengthen mechanisms to 
monitor and enforce recruiter accountability through collaboration with relevant recruitment industry actors 
and Kenyan government agencies.

Emergency shelter and rental support for IDPs, 
returning refugees 
IOM is providing emergency shelter and non-food items (NFI) support to internally displaced people (IDPs), 
Burundian refugees returning from the United Republic of Tanzania, and host communities. Emergency assistance 
for returnees is being carried out in Rutana, Kirundo, Cankuzo, Ruyigi and Muyinga, while the shelter response 
for IDPs is taking place in Rumonge, Bubanza, Bujumbura Rural, Bujumbura Mairie and Cibitoke areas. 

The support has been funded by the UN Central Emergency Response Fund (CERF). 
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First ever migration profile takes shape in Kigali
Until recently migration-related data in Rwanda was usually kept within the respective government institutions 
that collected it. 

Thanks to the migration profile exercise, implemented by the Directorate General for Immigration and 
Emigration (DGIE) and IOM Rwanda, the proposed Rwandan Migration Profile will provide a comprehensive 
analysis of the migration situation in the country. The exercise streamlines migration data in a way allowing it to 
be effectively used by policymakers, for the benefit of Rwanda and migrants. 

On 12 February 2019, the initiative’s Steering Committee (SC), with members from different government 
institutions and IOM, gathered to review the draft Migration Profile and to discuss the way forward for the 
project. 

The key findings and recommendations so far embedded in the draft Migration Profile were presented by an 
IOM consultant. After the presentation, the floor was open for a Q&A session to allow SC members to ask 
questions on the profile.

The Migration Profile exercise would be a strategic tool for resource mobilization to enable the mainstreaming 
of migration into national policies and programmes.

For More Information Contact:  Kenneth Odiwour| 
Regional Communication and Public Information Officer | IOM Regional Office for East and Horn of Africa. 

Tel: +254 722 560 363 | Address: Sri Aurobindo Avenue, Off Mzima Spring Road, Lavington | 
P.O Box 55040 - 00200, Nairobi | Email: RONairobiPIU@iom.int 

The support includes the provision of emergency shelter repair kits and grants for rental assistance, along with 
NFI assistance to IDPs, returnees, host communities and victims of emergency events. 

An estimated 13,000 people was expected to benefit from this support by the end of February.


